Heres’ the Latest from Historic Autographs!
The Collector-Driven Company

Each box will have (5) packs that each contains (8) cards, all signed. This product is HA-Authenticated signed baseball card (all autographs are pre-screened by Beckett). Our hologram sticker has been placed on every card, guaranteeing authenticity (with a money-back guarantee if BAS or PSA rejects it). All the trading cards are baseball and run from 1957 through the early 2000s. Signatures are in either ballpoint or marker. Some cards like the Ted Williams are signed on the back of the cards. Each box should contain one Hall of Famer (on average).

1954 TOPPS HANK AARON AUTOGRAPH RC WITH A PSA 10 SIGNATURE

LOOK FOR THE REDEMPTION CARD FOR THE 1954 TOPPS HANK AARON AUTOGRAPH RC WITH A PSA 10 SIGNATURE

Authentic autographed cards in 2022 HA Retrograph 2 include:

- Hank Aaron
- Mickey Mantle
- Willie Mays
- Joe DiMaggio
- Ted Williams
- Kirby Puckett
- Tony Gwynn
- Lloyd Waner
- Burleigh Grimes
- Randy Johnson
- Cal Ripken

and many more modern HOFers

40 authentic autographed baseball cards in EVERY box

WWW.HISTORICAUTOGRAPHCOMPANY.COM